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A. Transform the following sentences as indicated in each case: [10x1=10]
1. As soon as the child cries the mother feeds it.
Hardly………………………………….
2. Whenever we heard something good, we have organized a nice party to celebrate it.
A nice party…………………………
3. The moment they see the Principal coming their way, they stop to greet him.
No sooner…………………………..
4. “What did you do for us?” said the tourists to the guide.
The tourists asked the guide……………………
5. Never mind if the clouds have not rained today.
It………………………………..
6. Memories will survive if you allow them to be cherished in your heart.
Unless………………………….
7. It takes a lot of passion and hard work to see yourself at the pedestal of success.
[Convert into negative sentence]
8. Have I not stood by you whenever you needed my support?
I………………………………………………..
9. Every nook and corner was searched.
No………………………………………………
10. Notwithstanding the fact that he was absent throughout the year, he was declared the most
regular student of the year.
How……………………………………………..!

B. Fill in the blanks with appropriate prepositions: [10x1/2=5]
1. I cannot do………….my spectacles while I am studying.
2. He has been reared…………..his godparents.
3. The judges have deliberated enough…………the case.
4. This story will not go…………..among the people.
5. The committee has decided to go ahead…………..the present scheme of things.
6. Get hold………him before he escapes.
7. Some people are very rigid………...their system.
8. I could have made most……….the given opportunities.
9. The president has demanded an explanation…………the decision.
10. His continuous work is telling…………his health.

c. Fill in the blanks with the correct form of word given in the bracket:
[10x 1/2=5]
The brutal beast…(1)…….[prey] for at least a month now. The people about here these days…..
(2)….[not like] to discuss the matter in public. Things …….(3)…….[go] beyond their control. They
….(4)…..[try] once to kill it for good. But, that attempt of theirs……(5)……[haunt] them even till
date. It is amidst all this that a hero……(6)…….[come] to the village. Initially, no
one……(7)……[brave] to assist him. However, quite unexpectedly, a diminutive girl
who…….(8)……[injure] by the brute makes her move. Since her devastating face-off with the fiend,
she…….(9)……[nurse]her wounds with the hope of……(10)……[see] it dead one day.
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